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Geography

• Reservoir dams the 
Caerfanell above Aber

• 3.3 km long 
• 129.5 hectares area 
• Holds 11 billion litres
• Catchment 32 sq. km

– 2½% of the National Park



History

• 1939: built by Newport for 
drinking water
– had an electric turbine 

which was decommissioned
• 2001: National Parks 

sustainable energy 
programme 

• Talybont Energy formed 
• Asked Welsh Water if it 

could reinstate a turbine 
• 2006: turbine switched on by 

Rhodri Morgan A.M.



Physics
• “compensation flow”

– 220 litres/sec in Winter 
– 110 in Summer

• 24 metres (about 80 feet) 
drop

• Theoretical power:
Flow × Drop × 9.82 Watts 

• Turbine converts about 
60% into electricity
– 33kW in Winter
– 19kW in Summer

• Electricity fed into the Grid



Mathematics

• Annual output about 240,000 kWh
• UK home uses about 4,500 kWh a year
• Turbine supports 50 to 60 average homes
• But 33kW only powers 11 electric kettles

– A Ford Mondeo diesel generates 96kW, enough for 32 kettles

• The turbine output is actually quite small



Economics and Business 
Studies

• The turbine earned nearly £30,000 in 2009
– net revenue about £20k

• Income invested in promoting sustainable 
living

• It makes no business sense for Welsh Water 
to run the turbine itself
– Talybont Energy is a classic example of the “third sector” 

delivering economic benefit which public and private sector can’t



Psychology

• The turbine makes a small 
contribution to community 
sustainability

• The revenue can be used to make a 
larger one:
– changing outlook and behaviour 
– not necessarily in that order



The Psychologist’s Dilemma
• Do attitudes determine behaviour or does 

behaviour determine attitudes? 
• We are backing the latter…..

– “cognitive dissonance” is stressful 
– and we tend to alter our beliefs to fit our behaviour. 

• Doing something differently can be fun – 
– and it breaks our ingrained habits and creates cognitive 

dissonance.
• We’ve conducted 2 “doing” experiments

– 2009 – an electric bike trial
– 2010 – a community car share experiment (ongoing)



Why transport-related experiments?

• Cars account for 35-40% of the domestic energy consumption 
• If you drove here from Brecon today – you will use 16 kWh of 

energy for the round trip
• 64% of car journeys in Wales are less than 5 miles and these 

are the heaviest on fuel cost and CO2 emissions.
• Of those who live within 3 miles of work, 77% commute by 

car.
• 62% of Talybont households own more than 1 car 
• We own bikes but average bike mileage is low – 120m/yr 
• Always taking the car is a habit for most of us
• Car sharing, lift sharing and bus travel are rare



Electric Bike Trial 2009
• Electric bikes give you power-

assisted pedalling.
– flatten hills, give you a “bionic 

legs”.
– range is 20-30 miles dependent 

on terrain.
– cost about 2p to recharge and it 

takes about 5 hours.
• Aims of Trial 

– to give as many people as 
possible the experience of riding 
an electric bike to replace a car 
journey

– to find out whether electric bikes 
make sense in our hilly area



Electric Bike Trial 2009
• With help of the SDF, we 

purchased 2 e-bikes
• Hired them out (£5/day) 

Gathered before and after 
feedback

• Involved 8 communities.
Monark Eco

eZee Sprint



Electric Bike Trial - Results
• 6 month trial - 75 people hired the e-

bikes for a day
• Over 300 tried them for 5 minutes 
• All ages and mostly infrequent 

cyclists
• The 2 trial bikes did 2714 miles.
• Average trip length 18 miles.
• 2/3 of trips replaced shopping or 

commuting trips 
– 1818 miles saving nearly ½ tonne 

CO2 

• 73% “loved”, 25% “quite liked” and 
only 2% “did not like” the experience



Electric Bike Trial - Feedback
• “a 12-mile bike ride without breaking 

into a sweat is ideal for commuting 
purposes”

• “Overall journey time is reduced as I 
don't slow down nearly as much on 
the hills. No sweat! I don't need to 
spend the first 15 minutes mopping 
my brow and wishing we had a 
shower in work.”

• “I came back from the Co-op with 15 
kg shopping in the panniers, cycled 
with power assist 2 km and ascended 
45 m.  I didn't even break a sweat on 
a warm autumn day.”

• “I had a fabulous day! The only time I 
have been able to overtake my partner 
going up hill!! 



Electric Bike Trial - Impact
• 6 people purchased e-bikes as a 

result of the trial
• It got people thinking differently 

about how they travelled around
– “it’s made me think very hard about 

how I get around and the other 
possibilities than the car…”

– “I’ve repaired my old bike and started 
using it around town as a result of the 
trial”

– “the trial really opened my eyes – 
thanks for taking us where we would 
not normally think of going”

• Bikes donated to Cwmdu for an 
experimental bike share project



Green Car Share Project 2010 - Aims

• to save 10 tonnes CO2 in 2010 by using 2 
“zero carbon” community cars
– replacing car journeys in our ordinary cars
– and sharing lifts

• to explore how a community car scheme 
might work

• to evaluate two different, sustainable 
transport alternatives 
– electric and biodiesel

• to challenge our car usage and outlook



Green Car Share Project 2010 

• With SDF’s help, we purchased 2 
cars:-
– “Bluebell” - a Mega City 100% 

electric car (30 mile range at 25-
30mph). 

– “Mr Chips” - a Skoda Octavia 
running on recycled waste 
vegetable oil 

• 13 volunteer households involved
• Talybont Energy subsidising 

running costs in Year 1
Mr Chips (biodiesel)

Bluebell (electric)



Green Car Project 2010 – How does it work?

• Cars are parked (and Bluebell is charged) at Henderson Hall. 
• The project owns a 1400L biodiesel “fuel station”
• Cars are insured via Co-op Car Share scheme
• Cars are booked online 

– quick and easy to check availability and make bookings
• Members are charged by the hour and mile to cover costs

– members are invoiced monthly and pay online or at Talybont P.O.



Results after 8 months
• ‘Bluebell’ does the little trips – to Brecon 3 or 4 times a week 

– average trip 13 miles (max is 39 miles without charging)
– she’s not keen on hills, the A40, overtaking or heavy passengers!
– but she’s fun to drive and makes everyone smile
– by October 1st, Bluebell had done 2352 replacement miles

• ‘Mr Chips’ does the big trips – both work and leisure related
– Scotland, Cornwall, London and all around Wales
– Biodiesel is costing us 93p/litre but supply is a problem
– by October 1st, Mr Chips had done 12,904 replacement miles

• We’ve saved 5.5 tonnes of carbon so far 
• And we are discovering sharing cars can be fun!



Green Car Project 2010 – 
Carbon Savings



Sustainability

• So what does it mean to be 
sustainable, and why does it matter?



What does it mean to be 
Sustainable?

• leaving your environment as you 
found it, or able to return to that state

• minimising irreversible change to the 
environment

• consuming energy and other 
resources at or below the rate at 
which the environment produces them



Why does it matter?
• Man may or may not be warming the atmosphere, 

but there is no doubt that:
– it is warming

– we are burning up in a few centuries fossil fuels that took 
300 million years to produce

• Sooner or later, fossil fuel will run out

• We will then have to limit ourselves to energy 
sources that produce it as fast as we consume it, 
and this involves:
– using a lot less energy

– switching to energy sources that will last as long as we do



Perpetual Energy
• Ultimately there are only 3 “perpetual” 

sources of energy we can readily utilise
– Sunlight

• directly available for heating and electricity
• indirectly available through wind, waves, and rain
• stored by living organisms as biomass and fossil fuel

– Energy left over from the formation of the galaxy 
and solar system
• directly available as geothermal energy
• indirectly available through tides

– Radio-active (Nuclear) material



How much sunlight is there?
• At our latitude,  every square 

metre receives 1,000 kWh of solar 
radiation a year

• Sea and air take up a lot of it to 
make wind, rain and waves

• Total UK energy  consumption is 
about 45,000 kWh per person a 
year

• 6 Billion people would only need 
270,000 sq. km of solar
– e.g. New Zealand

• But harvesting more than a 
fraction of this energy is tough



Hydro-Electricity
• indirect solar energy

• harvests the energy of falling rain

• needs a huge land area per unit of power

• is only as dependable as its storage capacity – be 
that man-made or natural

• not an efficient long term energy store
– Talybont Reservoir stores the annual water requirements 

of about 200,000 people

– It stores the annual electricity requirements of less than 
200 households and the total energy requirements of less 
than 20 people



Other Renewables
• Photovoltaic Panels
• Solar thermal panels or tubes
• On-shore and off-shore wind
• Wave power
• Tidal power
• Burning waste and replenishable bio-mass 

(wood and plant)

….. all except biomass are intermittent!



The Renewable Energy Problem

• The UK could (at a stretch) provide its 
gross energy needs from renewable 
sources, but not its peak demand
– e.g on a cold, windless night, at slack 

water in the middle of a drought!   

• So we’re going to have to figure out 
how to store energy when its plentiful 
to use when it isn’t



Storage
• We have done this throughout history for our food 

and water, and for heating fuel

• But there is a limit to how much we can eat and 
drink.  There is no limit to how much energy we 
can use

• We have been on an energy binge since about 
1750, consuming a bio-mass store built up over 
300 million years as if it were infinite
– We may already be 50% through, and demand will rise as 

other countries adopt Western lifestyles



Conclusion
• To move to a more sustainable lifestyle we 

will have to learn to
– use much less energy

– get much more of what we do use from 
renewable sources

– work out how to match energy usage with 
energy production

– find new ways of storing and moving energy 
around that are as efficient and convenient as 
fossil fuel
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Talybont Energy

Sustainable Energy from the 
Brecon Beacons National Park

Welcome to Talybont, and Talybont energy.  I’m Peter Williams and my 
partner Alison Kidd and I are two of the directors of Talybont Energy, which 
owns and operates a small hydro-electric turbine.

 Today we’d like to tell you a bit about the turbine: how we got it, what it does, 
what that means, how we’re taking advantage of it, and why we think it’s 
important.
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Outline

• Geography
• History
• Physics
• Mathematics
• Economics and Business
• Psychology
• Sustainable Energy

Since U3A is an academic institution, I hope you don’t mind if I break the talk 
down by academic discipline.  We’ll start with the geography and history of 
the turbine, go on to the physics and maths, touch on the economics, and 
then Alison will talk about some of Talybont Energy’s sustainable living 
projects and then I’ll finish off by talking about about sustainable energy, why 
it might be important, and the challenges it poses.
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Geography

• Reservoir dams the 
Caerfanell above Aber

• 3.3 km long 
• 129.5 hectares area 
• Holds 11 billion litres
• Catchment 32 sq. km

– 2½% of the National Park

The Talybont reservoir is a drinking water reservoir formed by damming the 
river Caerfanell a few miles up the valley.  Talybont on Usk isn’t actually on 
the Usk at all – the “bont” crosses the Caerfanell at the other end of the high 
street just below where the canal crosses.

The reservoir is above the village of Aber.  It’s about 2 miles long and 320 
acres.  It holds 2.5 billion gallons of water.  It’s a relatively high altitude 
reservoir so its catchment area is small – only about 32 square kilometres.  
That’s about 2 and a half percent of the BBNP, so about a fortieth of the rain 
that falls on the Brecon Beacons goes through Talybont reservoir.
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History

• 1939: built by Newport for 
drinking water
– had an electric turbine 

which was decommissioned
• 2001: National Parks 

sustainable energy 
programme 

• Talybont Energy formed 
• Asked Welsh Water if it 

could reinstate a turbine 
• 2006: turbine switched on by 

Rhodri Morgan A.M.

We have to thank the foresight of the city fathers of Newport for the reservoir. 
 They bought up pretty well all the catchment area of the reservoir, and 
starting extracting water in the 1920’s.  The reservoir you see today was only 
formed just before WWII.

Like most reservoirs of that period, it had a small turbine house at the base of 
the dam to provide power for the water treatment works.  This was 
decommissioned after the war when mains electricity reached the valley.

In about 2001, the Welsh national parks decided to fund a showcase 
sustainable energy project in each park, and invited proposals and 
applications.  Talybont energy was formed and sought ideas from the local 
community, one of which came from someone who remembered the old 
turbine.  Talybont energy approached Welsh Water about reinstalling a 
turbine in the turbine house, and after several years of fund-raising and 
negotiation the turbine was switched on in 2006 by Rhodri Morgan, then the 
first minister of the Welsh Assembly Government.

It took another couple of years before the turbine started to produce its full 
output reliably.
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Physics
• “compensation flow”

– 220 litres/sec in Winter 
– 110 in Summer

• 24 metres (about 80 feet) 
drop

• Theoretical power:
Flow × Drop × 9.82 Watts 

• Turbine converts about 
60% into electricity
– 33kW in Winter
– 19kW in Summer

• Electricity fed into the Grid

When you dam a river, you are usually required by law to allow a minimum 
flow of water through to keep the river alive and healthy.  This is called 
“compensation” flow, and in the case of Talybont Reservoir, pretty well all that 
compensation flow runs through our turbine.  In Winter the flow is about 220 
litres a second, in summer about half that.  If you go up to the dam in Winter 
you’ll often find water cascading over the spillway.  This means the reservoir 
is full to capacity, and the surplus is simply flowing back into the river.  This 
surplus is the difference between the current water consumption of the good 
citizens of Newport plus the compensation flow – and none of it flows through 
our turbine, which is distressing.  But renewable energy is like that – it comes 
and goes when it pleases, and it’s a real challenge to match production and 
consumption.

Hydro-electric power comes from converting the potential energy of a body of 
water at altitude to kinetic energy in a turbine lower down.  If you stick to SI 
units, the power in Watts is the flow in litres per second, times the drop in 
metres times the gravitational constant G – which is about 10.  So if you 
double the height the water falls you double the power.  If you double the 
flow, you double the power.  If you double both, you get four times the power.

The efficiency of the turbine and generator, and friction in the pipe-work, 
mean we can only harvest about 60% of that power as electricity.  This works 
out at 33kW in winter and 19kW in summer.
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Mathematics

• Annual output about 240,000 kWh
• UK home uses about 4,500 kWh a year
• Turbine supports 50 to 60 average homes
• But 33kW only powers 11 electric kettles

– A Ford Mondeo diesel generates 96kW, enough for 32 kettles

• The turbine output is actually quite small

The benefit of basing a hydro scheme on a reservoir is predictable output – 
though having said that the drought in the summer did mean that the 
compensation flow was reduced further, which will reduce our 2010 income.  
In 2009 everything worked pretty smoothly, and our output for that year was 
240,000 units of electricity.  The average UK home uses about 4,500 units of 
electricity a year, so the turbine provides enough electricity for between 50 
and 60 average homes.  The electricity requirements of a town like Brecon 
would completely empty it in about a week, and it could only supply the entire 
national park for about 32 hours.  The park would need 275 Talybont 
Turbines to be self-sufficient just in electricity, but only has room for about 40.

And that’s consumption averaged out over the course of a day.  People don’t 
use electricity like that, and the turbine couldn’t satisfy the peak electricity 
demand of even 50 houses.  An electric kettle uses 3kW, so the turbine can 
only boil 11 of them simultaneously at maximum output. 33kW sounds like a 
lot, but my car engine can produce nearly 3 times as much power - 96kW.

So to sum up, the turbine produces a modest amount of electricity, enough 
for 100 people, and needs a substantial area of land (32 sq km) to do it.  The 
UK has a population of 250 per square km, and even Powys manages about 
a tenth of that, so hydro-electricity can only produce a tiny fraction of our 
overall energy needs on a crowded island like the UK.
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Economics and Business 
Studies

• The turbine earned nearly £30,000 in 2009
– net revenue about £20k

• Income invested in promoting sustainable 
living

• It makes no business sense for Welsh Water 
to run the turbine itself
– Talybont Energy is a classic example of the “third sector” 

delivering economic benefit which public and private sector can’t

The output  may be small, but it is produced 24 hours a day, 365 days a year.  In 
2009 it earned £30,000 in gross revenue, £20,000 after we’d paid for rent, 
insurance, depreciation, tax and admin.  Interestingly, only about a third of that 
income is for the electricity (and we only get about a third of what you pay for 
electricity from your supplier).  The rest comes from Renewables Obligation 
Certificates or ROC’s. 

ROC’s are a way of subsidising the production of renewable energy in order to meet 
the EU targets the UK is committed to.  Power companies have to show that they 
get a proportion of their electricity from renewable sources, and they do that through 
certificates issued by OfGem for renewable production.  For generating 240,000 
kWh of electricity in a year Talybont Energy is awarded so many certificates, and 
these have a market value – power companies have to buy them.  Currently, ROC’s 
are worth twice as much as the actual electricity they represent.  

The government is now switching the method of subsidising micro-renewable 
generation to Feed in Tarrifs, which guarantee a price for our energy for 25 years.  
Unfortunately, FiT’s don’t apply to us, because our turbine pre-dates them.  Our 
income with FiT’s would be slightly higher.
We use the money to promote sustainable energy and sustainable living projects, 
which Alison is going to tell you about in a moment.

We’re often asked why Welsh Water doesn’t generate and sell the electricity itself.  I 
think the answer may be that £20,000 net annual revenue for something that might 
require additional employees just doesn’t make business sense for them.  It makes 
sense for us, because we work for nothing and the net revenue can make quite a 
difference to a small community like Talybont. It’s 3 times the community council’s 
precept on the community charge, for example.
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Psychology

• The turbine makes a small 
contribution to community 
sustainability

• The revenue can be used to make a 
larger one:
– changing outlook and behaviour 
– not necessarily in that order

So to sum up so far, the turbine makes a relatively small contribution to our 
sustainability by providing a renewable source of electricity for a small 
proportion of our population.

Its revenue, on the other hand, enables us to fund initiatives which might in 
the long run have greater environmental impact.  These help our community 
explore environmentally more benign ways we might live in the future, and 
encourage the adoption of the more successful ones.

That’s about changing our attitudes and our behaviour, which is why this bit it 
entitled Psychology.  Alison is a psychologist, so I’ll hand over the her to 
explain what we have been doing recently with our revenue, what we have 
been trying to achieve, and how it’s going. 
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The Psychologist’s Dilemma
• Do attitudes determine behaviour or does 

behaviour determine attitudes? 
• We are backing the latter…..

– “cognitive dissonance” is stressful 
– and we tend to alter our beliefs to fit our behaviour. 

• Doing something differently can be fun – 
– and it breaks our ingrained habits and creates cognitive 

dissonance.
• We’ve conducted 2 “doing” experiments

– 2009 – an electric bike trial
– 2010 – a community car share experiment (ongoing)
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Why transport-related experiments?

• Cars account for 35-40% of the domestic energy consumption 
• If you drove here from Brecon today – you will use 16 kWh of 

energy for the round trip
• 64% of car journeys in Wales are less than 5 miles and these 

are the heaviest on fuel cost and CO2 emissions.
• Of those who live within 3 miles of work, 77% commute by 

car.
• 62% of Talybont households own more than 1 car 
• We own bikes but average bike mileage is low – 120m/yr 
• Always taking the car is a habit for most of us
• Car sharing, lift sharing and bus travel are rare
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Electric Bike Trial 2009
• Electric bikes give you power-

assisted pedalling.
– flatten hills, give you a “bionic 

legs”.
– range is 20-30 miles dependent 

on terrain.
– cost about 2p to recharge and it 

takes about 5 hours.
• Aims of Trial 

– to give as many people as 
possible the experience of riding 
an electric bike to replace a car 
journey

– to find out whether electric bikes 
make sense in our hilly area
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Electric Bike Trial 2009
• With help of the SDF, we 

purchased 2 e-bikes
• Hired them out (£5/day) 

Gathered before and after 
feedback

• Involved 8 communities.
Monark Eco

eZee Sprint
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Electric Bike Trial - Results
• 6 month trial - 75 people hired the e-

bikes for a day
• Over 300 tried them for 5 minutes 
• All ages and mostly infrequent 

cyclists
• The 2 trial bikes did 2714 miles.
• Average trip length 18 miles.
• 2/3 of trips replaced shopping or 

commuting trips 
– 1818 miles saving nearly ½ tonne 

CO2 

• 73% “loved”, 25% “quite liked” and 
only 2% “did not like” the experience
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Electric Bike Trial - Feedback
• “a 12-mile bike ride without breaking 

into a sweat is ideal for commuting 
purposes”

• “Overall journey time is reduced as I 
don't slow down nearly as much on 
the hills. No sweat! I don't need to 
spend the first 15 minutes mopping 
my brow and wishing we had a 
shower in work.”

• “I came back from the Co-op with 15 
kg shopping in the panniers, cycled 
with power assist 2 km and ascended 
45 m.  I didn't even break a sweat on 
a warm autumn day.”

• “I had a fabulous day! The only time I 
have been able to overtake my partner 
going up hill!! 
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Electric Bike Trial - Impact
• 6 people purchased e-bikes as a 

result of the trial
• It got people thinking differently 

about how they travelled around
– “it’s made me think very hard about 

how I get around and the other 
possibilities than the car…”

– “I’ve repaired my old bike and started 
using it around town as a result of the 
trial”

– “the trial really opened my eyes – 
thanks for taking us where we would 
not normally think of going”

• Bikes donated to Cwmdu for an 
experimental bike share project
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Green Car Share Project 2010 - Aims

• to save 10 tonnes CO2 in 2010 by using 2 
“zero carbon” community cars
– replacing car journeys in our ordinary cars
– and sharing lifts

• to explore how a community car scheme 
might work

• to evaluate two different, sustainable 
transport alternatives 
– electric and biodiesel

• to challenge our car usage and outlook
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Green Car Share Project 2010 

• With SDF’s help, we purchased 2 
cars:-
– “Bluebell” - a Mega City 100% 

electric car (30 mile range at 25-
30mph). 

– “Mr Chips” - a Skoda Octavia 
running on recycled waste 
vegetable oil 

• 13 volunteer households involved
• Talybont Energy subsidising 

running costs in Year 1
Mr Chips (biodiesel)

Bluebell (electric)
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Green Car Project 2010 – How does it work?

• Cars are parked (and Bluebell is charged) at Henderson Hall. 
• The project owns a 1400L biodiesel “fuel station”
• Cars are insured via Co-op Car Share scheme
• Cars are booked online 

– quick and easy to check availability and make bookings
• Members are charged by the hour and mile to cover costs

– members are invoiced monthly and pay online or at Talybont P.O.
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Results after 8 months
• ‘Bluebell’ does the little trips – to Brecon 3 or 4 times a week 

– average trip 13 miles (max is 39 miles without charging)
– she’s not keen on hills, the A40, overtaking or heavy passengers!
– but she’s fun to drive and makes everyone smile
– by October 1st, Bluebell had done 2352 replacement miles

• ‘Mr Chips’ does the big trips – both work and leisure related
– Scotland, Cornwall, London and all around Wales
– Biodiesel is costing us 93p/litre but supply is a problem
– by October 1st, Mr Chips had done 12,904 replacement miles

• We’ve saved 5.5 tonnes of carbon so far 
• And we are discovering sharing cars can be fun!
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Green Car Project 2010 – 
Carbon Savings
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Sustainability

• So what does it mean to be 
sustainable, and why does it matter?

We’ve talked a lot about sustainable energy, but haven’t explained why 
there’s so much fuss about it.  A lot of people think that it’s all a government 
conspiracy to increase our taxes and further encroach on our liberty. 
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What does it mean to be 
Sustainable?

• leaving your environment as you 
found it, or able to return to that state

• minimising irreversible change to the 
environment

• consuming energy and other 
resources at or below the rate at 
which the environment produces them

Living sustainably means living in a way that you can hope your descendants 
will also be able to live.  This means leaving the planet, as far as you can, in 
the state that you found it.  Sounds just like the Countryside Code, minus the 
bit about gates, but it’s still tough for modern man to do.

Since the bronze and iron ages, for example, we’ve been irreversibly 
changing the Earth by depleting it of metals.  There’s no need to feel too bad 
about that, perhaps, because an Earth without iron ore should still be 
habitable, but it means our descendants may need to use something else.

Other animals, by and large, don’t permanently change their environment for 
as long as we have been doing it.  This isn’t because they’re more 
environmentally responsible, it’s because they become extinct.  Even human 
populations have suffered local extinctions, but because we can fashion our 
environment to suit ourselves better, we’ve generally been able to survive 
and multiply as a species.

But recently, we’ve become reliant on a resource that we are consuming at a 
ferocious rate, and we have to start thinking now about how we’re going to 
manage when it runs out.
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Why does it matter?
• Man may or may not be warming the atmosphere, 

but there is no doubt that:
– it is warming

– we are burning up in a few centuries fossil fuels that took 
300 million years to produce

• Sooner or later, fossil fuel will run out

• We will then have to limit ourselves to energy 
sources that produce it as fast as we consume it, 
and this involves:
– using a lot less energy
– switching to energy sources that will last as long as we do

So is this about global warming?  Well, I’m personally happy to accept that 
the vast majority of scientific opinion seems to agree that we’re probably 
warming up the atmosphere, and that this might not be a good thing for our 
long term future as a species.  On the other hand, you could argue that our 
extinction would be good for the planet, so the sooner the better. The Earth 
will certainly survive perfectly well without us.
Even those of who think man-made global warming is a delusion have to 
accept that the the atmosphere is getting more energetic, but perhaps the 
thing to focus on if we want consensus is that the fossil fuel our civilisation is 
built on today is bio-mass that was accumulated over 300 million years, which 
we’re probably around half way through burning in a little over 250.
And when we’ve burned it all, we will have to go back to using sunlight and 
other perpetual natural energy sources at or below the rate that they are 
produced.  We did this pretty well through most our history, but there were far 
fewer of us, and we didn’t need anything 150kWh of energy each, every day, 
to survive.
Since we use such prodigious amounts of energy in our daily lives today, it 
seems sensible to prepare for the post-fossil fuel future by figuring out how to 
live on less energy, and switching to energy sources that will not run out.
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Perpetual Energy
• Ultimately there are only 3 “perpetual” 

sources of energy we can readily utilise
– Sunlight

• directly available for heating and electricity
• indirectly available through wind, waves, and rain
• stored by living organisms as biomass and fossil fuel

– Energy left over from the formation of the galaxy 
and solar system

• directly available as geothermal energy
• indirectly available through tides

– Radio-active (Nuclear) material

So what are the perpetual sources of energy.

Basically, we can whittle it down to sunlight, residual energy stored in the 
earth’s core and the motion of heavenly bodies, and nuclear energy.
The most plentiful and readily accessible of these is sunlight.  We consume it 
directly for heating and production of electricity.  We consume it indirectly 
when we harvest wind, wave, and rain to produce electricity and mechanical 
power. 
Pretty well all of life depends on it, and organisms lock up solar energy in 
their bodies for us which we can liberate later.  We call this energy bio-mass, 
and fossil fuels like coal and oil are biomass laid down over hundreds of 
millions of years, but produced too slowly for us to be able to rely on for more 
than a couple more generations.
Even the sun will not burn forever, but you don’t have to be a Druid to believe 
that human life on earth will continue only as long as it does burn, so 
arguably we can ignore what happens after that. 
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How much sunlight is there?
• At our latitude,  every square 

metre receives 1,000 kWh of solar 
radiation a year

• Sea and air take up a lot of it to 
make wind, rain and waves

• Total UK energy  consumption is 
about 45,000 kWh per person a 
year

• 6 Billion people would only need 
270,000 sq. km of solar
– e.g. New Zealand

• But harvesting more than a 
fraction of this energy is tough

But here in Talybont on Usk, in late October, it’s hard to feel terribly optimistic 
about relying on a sun that doesn’t always shine.

Fortunately, it is shining somewhere all the time.  And the energy it rains 
down on the Earth is being converted into the rain and the wind that we enjoy 
even when the sun doesn’t shine here: it warms the Gulf Stream that keeps 
us from being frozen as solid in Winter as most people at our latitude.  And of 
course, it is being used by plants to produce hydro-carbons we can later turn 
back into heat.
The Sahara gets more sunshine than we do, but every square metre of 
Talybont gets about 1000 kWh of direct solar energy a year. And if we add up 
all our uses of energy – to heat, light, feed, clothe, transport and supply 
ourselves with all the other necessities of 21st century life, we (in the UK) now 
need about 45,000 kWh each per annum.  That’s a staggering amount, but 
the sun radiates enough energy for everyone on Earth to consume at the UK 
rate on an area just bigger than New Zealand.  That’s the good news.
The Bad News is that harvesting more than a fraction of that energy is tough. 
To get all our energy directly from the sun via photo-voltaic panels in Talybont 
would require 225 square metres of the best type of panel, for every person.  
This would cost £450,000 in panels, assuming we have room.  
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Hydro-Electricity
• indirect solar energy

• harvests the energy of falling rain

• needs a huge land area per unit of power

• is only as dependable as its storage capacity – be 
that man-made or natural

• not an efficient long term energy store
– Talybont Reservoir stores the annual water requirements 

of about 200,000 people
– It stores the annual electricity requirements of less than 
200 households and the total energy requirements of less 
than 20 people

So if we don’t want to cover our farmland with PV panels, or ruin all our 
skylines with wind turbines, where are we going to get this renewable energy 
from?

Hydro-electricity doesn’t disfigure the landscape until someone suggests 
building a new dam across the Usk at Llanddetty to provide power for 
Newport.

But Hydro uses a lot of land area for the amount of energy.  In very sparsely 
populated areas like some parts of Scotland and mid-Wales, it makes sense.  
High mountain streams can even provide enough electricity for a single 
house (if the resident avoids arc-welding).  But large scale hydro like the 
Three Gorges Dam in China requires a catchment of a million sq km yet to 
provide the total energy requirements of less than 25,000 Westerners. 
(120gW 24/7 = 1TWh.  1TWh/45MWh = 22,000). 

Talybont Reservoir, which admittedly wasn’t built as a hydro power station, 
stores the annual water requirements of 200,000 people (11 billion litres, 
55,000 litres per annum), but the annual energy requirements of less than 20 
(700,000 kWh, 45,000 per person).
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Other Renewables
• Photovoltaic Panels
• Solar thermal panels or tubes
• On-shore and off-shore wind
• Wave power
• Tidal power
• Burning waste and replenishable bio-mass 

(wood and plant)

….. all except biomass are intermittent!

Fortunately, there are lots of ways to tap into the perpetual power of the Sun. 
PV panels produce electricity, and harvest up to 20% of the radiation directly. 
They’re about the only renewable energy anyone can do – all you need is a 
roof and some money.  The feed in tariff for PV is generous – you get paid by 
over 40p a unit by the power companies for every unit you generate.
Solar thermal uses the sun to heat water directly, and captures perhaps 50% 
of the radiant energy as heat.  Anyone can do these as well, and they provide 
more energy per square metre than PV, but they aren’t yet subsidised. 
Wind turbines are the proverbial marmite of renewable generation. Not 
available to everyone, and necessarily very visible, anything producing a 
house-hold amount of electricity is going to be large and intrusive.
Tidal power is very popular with everyone except inshore fisherman and 
marine conservationists, but there’s very little installed at present and it is 
very expensive.  Tide power that would make a big difference would make a 
big difference to the environment, and cost a lot.
Wave power is experimental, and it’s not clear how much can be harvested.
Burning waste to produce heat or power is attractive and everyone is in 
favour of it being done somewhere else.  Burning biomass grown to be 
burned was a major source of heating in the past and is being revived, but 
needs a lot of space.
The worse thing about renewable energy is that it doesn’t make sense in an 
economy and market that assumes that fossil fuels will always be available. 
And that’s partly because we’ve never had to learn how to store energy when 
Mother Nature did such a good job with the coal and oil fields.
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The Renewable Energy Problem

• The UK could (at a stretch) provide its 
gross energy needs from renewable 
sources, but not its peak demand
– e.g on a cold, windless night, at slack 

water in the middle of a drought!   

• So we’re going to have to figure out 
how to store energy when its plentiful 
to use when it isn’t

Technically, the UK might be able to produce its annual energy needs from 
renewable resources, particularly if our usage was much more efficient than it 
is now.  We would have a problem with demand peaks, but we could fix 
those.
Politically and economically, our leaders are not going to be able to persuade 
most of us to make the switch until fossil fuel becomes much more 
expensive, or global warming starts to have incontrovertible impact on the 
quality of life in the northern hemisphere.
In the mean time, we badly need to work on the problem of storing energy 
when it is plentiful to use when it isn’t.  That would make renewable energy 
cheaper, and better able to displace fossil energy.
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Storage
• We have done this throughout history for our food 

and water, and for heating fuel

• But there is a limit to how much we can eat and 
drink.  There is no limit to how much energy we 
can use

• We have been on an energy binge since about 
1750, consuming a bio-mass store built up over 
300 million years as if it were infinite
– We may already be 50% through, and demand will rise as 

other countries adopt Western lifestyles

We have always had to do this for our food and our water, although the use 
of fossil fuel to move food around the world has displaced some of the West’s 
motivation and capacity to manage its food supply sensibly.

And although we eat and drink more than we did in the middle ages, we 
probably can’t eat 10 times as much, yet we must be using 50 times as much 
energy per person as we did then. Currently, in the UK, we are each of us 
using on average 150kWh of energy consumption to sustain our lifestyle. And 
of course there are now far more of us. 
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Conclusion
• To move to a more sustainable lifestyle we 

will have to learn to
– use much less energy

– get much more of what we do use from 
renewable sources

– work out how to match energy usage with 
energy production

– find new ways of storing and moving energy 
around that are as efficient and convenient as 
fossil fuel

So you’ll have heard some of this before, possibly from a politician just about 
the take a long haul flight to an important summit meeting.  To shift to a way 
of life that we can expect our grand children to be able to live, we’re going to 
need to use less energy – we’ll do some of that by being more efficient, and 
some by displacing conventional economic growth with growth in aspects of 
our economy that do not deplete the planet.

At the same time, we need to get more and more of the energy we do use 
from renewable sources, and get much better at harvesting them.   Since we 
can’t realistically match our consumption of energy to its production in real 
time –it would take enormous changes to our energy infrastructure to even 
attempt that – we will need to learn how to store energy either:
chemically in batteries, synthetic fuels made from bio-mass, or hydrogen
thermally in thermal batteries, 
kinetically in pumped storage schemes.

Thanks for listening, and for lunch.


